VARSITY HOOPOEMEND SEASON END WITH DEFEAT BY Tufts
Jumbos Stage Rally in Second Half and Triumph By 23-20 Score

FRESHMEN ALSO BEATEN
Technology's varsity basketball team recorded another victory, this time with a defeat by the Tufts College team. Among the scoring were Dave Clapp, who had made 10 points in the first half.

Shoulder-to-Shoulder Meet This Week
By one point, which he had made at an earlier game, he was followed in order of their scores.

B. U. Terriers Offer Little Competition For Beaver Matmen
Lightweight Divisions Spring Surprise When They Win That Second Year
(Guests from page one)

from the Terriers when he engaged himself in punishing "Terrier" Winer.

Varsity, Freshmen Meet Springfield Tomorrow night both the varsity and freshman wrestlers will be pitted against formidable competition when they will attempt to take on the recreative springfield field team. Lonely the Beavers have had quite a bit of fortune in the matches against New England teams and there is little doubt that the Institute team will continue their brilliant showing.

Summary of the B. U. Meet:
110-lb.—Cook (BU) defeated Evers at final, time advantage of 1 min. 29 s.
125-lb.—Bowling (BU) defeated Riggs, fall in 5 min.
130-lb.—Neyer (BU) defeated Judd, fall in 5 min.
260-lb.—Gallo (BU) defeated Riggs, fall in 5 min.

NEXT YEAR'S HOCKEY
The Tech will find the most practical

Definite knowledge of "where we are" and "what lies ahead" is as vital in business as in flying. For this expert navigating, the Bell System has long relied upon statisticians. They are the informed and powerful industrial, economic and social conditions in all parts of the country. They gather facts--analyze them, correlate them, discover their relationships to the telephone business, and give guidance from them. They study and interpret the changing requirements of the public for telephone service. They estimate the probable future demand for new services, such as radio telephony to foreign lands and the moon, and the area. They keep the executives advised as to present progress towards the objectives thus carefully determined. Only by a course scientifically can the Bell System continue to develop along these lines.

BELL SYSTEM
A NATIONAL-WIDE SYSTEM OF INTER-CONNECTING TELEPHONES